**NOVEMBER 15**

- The joint success of Azexport.az, national brand of Azerbaijan and the European Union can be applied in 192 countries within the Universal Postal Union

- Azranking.az: The next meeting of the working group on the “Development of financial markets and availability of loans” was held

- Sales through Azexport.az portal, national brand of Azerbaijan, has increased over this year

**NOVEMBER 16**

- Azranking.az: A meeting of the subgroup on "Analysis, assessment and preparation of relevant proposals in the field of stimulating and promoting the use of electric and hybrid vehicles" was held

- Amina Bayramova, Expert of CAERC, has commented to Trend News Agency on the international significance of the transport infrastructure created in Karabakh

- Aykhan Gadashev, Head of the Azexport.az portal: The national products of Azerbaijan are exported to 145 countries
**NOVEMBER 17**

- Amina Bayramova, Expert of CAERC: “New transportation - logistics architecture can involve Nakhchivan in international transit projects”

“Economic bases of the Turkish Community” commentary by Ayhan Satici, Expert of CAERC, has been published on Azertag

- Masuma Talibova and Aykhan Gadashov, Heads of department in CAERC, have delivered a lecture at the course "Professional Development of Managerial Staff" of the Academy of Public Administration about digital technologies in the management of the economy-digital economy and Pages of Azexport.az portal on international platforms

**NOVEMBER 18**

- The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has presented the “Economic Reform Management Model” of Azerbaijan as an exemplary innovative practice

- Amina Bayramova, Expert of CAERC: "The trade turnover between Azerbaijan and Turkey can exceed $4 billion a year"
NOVEMBER 19

- Vusal Gasimli, Executive Director of CAERC, gave an interview to REAL TV regarding the economic potential of the liberated regions and the results of ongoing process.

- Vusal Gasimli, Executive Director of CAERC: "High assessment of the economic model in Azerbaijan by OECD will further improve the international prestige of our country"

- Azexport.az portal is cooperating with the Turkish digital trading platform